If It’s Rats, It’s Rats!

I went to Norfolk, Virginia, several years ago to work with a fellow by the name of Curtis Randolph, who was director of Neighborhood Services. I was training department heads, helping them to transform the city organization, to lead by stepping back, and to think about how to lift citizens up and support them in their work.

One of the interesting things Curtis told me was that the mayor had won a recent election, and part of his platform was to clean up the public housing project, a project that had a reputation for drugs and crime and so forth. So they had been out meeting with citizens and talking with them about cleaning up the neighborhood. But there was a problem: citizens would come to meetings but they didn’t seem to make a lot of progress on the city official’s agenda for cleaning up drugs and crime.

After a number of conversations, they discovered that people in the neighborhood saw a problem with rats. There were a lot of young mothers with babies, and people were fearful that the rats might get in the crib or get in the bed. In fact, they told of an occasion when a rat was seen in the crib, although that time the baby wasn’t harmed. This information led city staff to help public housing residents work to bait the rats. Over a period of six or nine months, they cleaned up the rat problem. And then they noticed that, after the rats problem had been abated, citizens in the public housing complex began to get more involved in a number of neighborhood improvement initiatives, including cleaning up drugs and crime.

To me, the moral of this story is, if people tell you the problem is rats, then the problem is rats. It’s not crime or drugs, even if crime and drugs seems like the problem to you. Sometimes it’s hard for those of us in authority to believe that it’s rats because our briefcases are so full with statistics about crime and drugs and answers to the crime and drugs problem that we can’t hear that citizens want to begin with rats. If we want to succeed at mobilizing citizens, we have to close up our briefcase full of answers for a while and open up our ears.

–Henry Moore
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